What is the Regulatory & Chemical Management Group?
The Regulatory & Chemical Management Working Group consists of member companies of EDANA with a wide range of activities in regulatory and chemical management who provide guidance about these issues to EDANA. This group reports to the Product Stewardship Steering Group.

Objectives
- Monitor and discuss regulatory initiatives and developments
- Track and facilitate chemical management issues
- Coordinate work with partner organisations and external stakeholders
- Develop good practices in chemical management
- Promote improved understanding and attainment of member companies obligations on regulatory and safety topics/environment
- Recommend an aligned strategy throughout the supply chain for responding to requests about the safety of members’ products

Who should attend*?
Every EDANA member company with experience in chemical and regulatory management can appoint one or more representatives to participate in the Working Group.

Participation in a group is subject to the EDANA guidelines.

Benefits/deliverables
- Updates and monitoring of current regulatory and safety of chemicals potentially present in EDANA members’ products
- Maintain a dialogue with and promote EDANA positions to external stakeholders
- Support and guidance to member companies on company obligations in the supply chain related to the responsible use and communication of information about chemicals in products
- Knowledge sharing about best practice and understanding of regulatory and chemical management
- Position papers, fact sheets, guidelines and other communication materials on regulatory and chemical management

Chairperson
- Gosia Oledzka | ExxonMobil Petroleum & Chemical BV (Belgium)
  E-mail: gosia.oledzka@exxonmobil.com
Contact EDANA

- **Luminita Barbu**  
  Regulatory Affairs Director  
  T + 32 (0) 2740 18 21  
  E luminita.barbu@edana.org

- **Alexander Heusch**  
  Regulatory Affairs Manager  
  T + 32 (0) 2740 18 17  
  E alexander.heusch@edana.org
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